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Junior Software Developer, with 3 plus experience in both front-end and back-end 
development with versatility in multiple development stacks, seeking a position that 
incorporates critical thinking, problem-solving, leadership skills and expands and 
improves on current skill sets.

EXPERIENCE

Junior Software Developer
Compass - JUNE 2017 – PRESENT

 Modifying the front-end code as well as the back-end code to simple 
functional methods in order.

 Developing the components and providers for Rest API calls, to fetch, 
and store data.

 Developing the components to store user data offline into local 
storage, so refugees do not need to have constant internet access for 
the app.

 Incorporating the Google Place and Google Maps API to give the 
refugee users an abundant of information on the institution they 
deemed necessary to ease the process of asylum seeking.

 Making sure the compass android app and compass iOS app was 
equivalent to the web app in graphics and performance.

 Coordinating with team members in Montreal for deadlines and 
current bug fixes.

 Participated in the full development cycle, end-to-end, from design, 
implementation, &amp; testing to documentation, delivery &amp; 
maintenance.

Software Developer 
Process Solutions Inc - AUGUST 2015 – JULY 2017

 Participated in the development of web apps with the implementation
of SCADA data and was the lead developer for the project involving 
automation engineering.

 Modified existing software to correct errors, allow it to adapt to new 
hardware.

 Co-developed in-house sign-in web app using javascript, HTML/CSS, 
PHP and MS SQL.

 Allowed the company to keep track of hours spent on projects by 
individual employees which in return helped the company make 
better financial decisions.

 Participated in the full development cycle, end-to-end, from design, 
implementation, &amp; testing to documentation, delivery &amp; 
maintenance.
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 Developed OOP for a PLC which reduced the development time of 
subsequent projects by months.

 Optimized and cleaned up code written in javascript for clients web 
app which made the UI.

EDUCATION

 Bachelors Of Science in Electrical Engineering in Electrical Engineering - 
June 2015(EASTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY  - Cheney, WA )

SKILLS

Angular 4, Angular 2, Typescript, Visual Studio Code, AngularJS, JQuery, Javascript, 
CSS3, HTML 5, Unix, NetBeans, Spring, Java, Agile Process
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